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ABSTRACf

The Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS) is a new and
evolving aid to navigation. Proponents claim ECDIS will help navigators to
synthesize previously disparate information and result in safer navigation. The
technology to implement ECDIS already exists; the major hurdle the maritime
community faces is the legal uncertainties associated with ECDIS. This paper
investigates the potential legal impact ECDIS would have on the government,
shipowners, mariners, and manufacturers, and evaluates current international
efforts to promote ECDIS. Through a detailed analysis of admiralty and
aeronautical case history, it is evident that; 1) generation of electronic nautical
charts can pose a great liability risk to manufacturers, and to the U.S. government
unless thorough standards are established, 2) it is likely that some shipowners and
mariners will be required to utilize ECDIS technology although this requirement
will not originate in carriage requirements but through a court action, and 3)
international efforts to standardize ECDIS has had poor to moderate success.
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I. INTRODUCflON

Maritime accidents continue to exact a toll on people, on the environment and on
property.l In 1992 alone there were approximately 6,000 accidents and 800 deaths
among recreational boaters in the nation? The number of recent large oil spills
has been so high that it has provoked substantial political support for the
enactment of new oil pollution legislation. The grounding of large cruise ships
such as the QE 2 in 1992 are infrequent; however, they are costly and hazardous
when they occur. With over 60% of the survey data used in nautical chart
originating prior to 1940 it is surprising more accidents like the QE 2 incident do
not occur.3 The variety of causes of these disasters can seem endless, and
measures to avoid them equally so. However, after the grounding of the QE 2 and
other recent accidents, much attention has focused specifically on the accuracy
and safety of using NOAA/NOS charts, and on a more systematic approach to
maritime safety.4 This spotlight of speculation will likely remain, and possibly
grow as the accuracy and availability of electronic navigation devices grow

lNicholas J. Healy and Joseph C. Sweeney, Basic Principles of the Law of
Collision, 22 J. Mar. L. & Com. 366 (1991).
2U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Dept. of Transportation, Boating Statistics 1992
(1993).

3National Research Council, Charting a Course into the Digital Era - Guidance
for NOAA ~ Nautical Charting Mission, National Academy Press 24 (1994).
4Ebba Hierta, Can you trust those NOAA charts?, Soundings, Nov. 1992, at A3.
National Research Council, Minding the Helm - Marine Navigation and Piloting,
National Academy Press 190 (1994).
1

disproportionate to the accuracy of the underlying chart.s Over reliance on a
single navigation aid has often been the source of dangerous if not disastrous
maritime incidents.6 The danger of going to sea promotes a healthy marine
electronics industry that continues to search for "the" ideal new aid to navigation,
including one that may radically change the way our paper nautical charts are
used. 7

Marine electronics play an important role in maritime safety.8 In the 1920's radio
transmitters became the first required electronic marine safety device.9 By the
1930's radio receivers were essential devices for a seaworthy vessel even though
they were not yet mandated by statute or regulation. 10 By the 1960's some
speculated that radar would soon become required equipment. ll In the 1970's,

SNational Research Council, Charting a Course into the Digital Era - Guidance
for NOAA's Nautical Charting Mission, National Academy Press 16 (1994).
National Research Council, Minding the Helm - Marine Navigation and Piloting,
National Academy Press 224 (1994).
6J.N. Pasquay, Maritime Casualties and Nautical Document Liability of
Hydrographic Offices, rno Reprint no. 14 Int'l Hydro. B. 1 (1985).
7Chris Andreasen, Electronic Chart Navigation - An Evolution, Sea Technology,
Nov. 1991, at 101.
8 National Research Council, Minding the Helm - Marine Navigation and
Piloting, National Academy Press 212334 (1994).
946 U.S.c. sec. 484 (1920).
1"rhe T.J. Hooper, 60 F.2d 737 (2nd Cir. 1932), cert. den. 287 U.S. 662 (1932).
llAfran Transport Co. v. The Bergechief, 274 F.2d 469 (2nd Cir. 1960).
2

33 C.F.R. 164.35 was the U.S. Coast Guard's response with regulations to require
radar on ships over 1600 gross tons. Today it is surprising that, considering the
low price, utility and popularity of Loran and GPS navigation devices, that they
are not required on even some of the smaller vessels. The electronic chart display
information system (ECDIS) is the most recent development for maritime safety.
Its ability to integrate electronic charts with radar, Loran, GPS, and other ship
sensors has attracted a lot of attention among potential users and manufacturers.

The success of ECDIS depends both on the utility of the technology and on a
clear definition of its liability. Unlike the paper chart, ECDIS liability is poorly
understood. 12 Regardless of this, ECDIS technology is advancing fast, and users
are beginning to take advantage of it. 13 An international effort is now underway
to coordinate the development of comparable ECDIS programs and standards
before dozens of different protocols emerge, possibly creating a technical and
judicial nightmare. 14 The results of the international efforts will probably affect
the local acceptance and implementation of ECDIS. If it is unclear whether

I1bomas A Mensah, The Electronic Chart International Legal Regime
IMO/IHO, Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the
Electronic Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 45 (1990).
13 National Research Council, Minding the Helm - Marine Navigation and
Piloting, National Academy Press 236 (1994).
14Gotthard Gauci, Potential Liability Related to Updating and Communication
of Electronic Chart Information, Proceedings of the International Conference on
Maritime Law and the Electronic Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 90
(1990).

3

ECDIS is a legitimate aid to navigation, new users may be discouraged.
Manufacturers will be unwilling to risk investment if the misunderstood liabilities
inadvertently encourage expensive law suits. In response to this perceived risk,
manufacturers have shown interest in government supplied nautical chart data
bases to avoid liability,15 and some suggest uniform international agreements
would provide further protection from liability.16 The object of this research is to
evaluate these international efforts in the context of American legal precedent
and to discover what liabilities and protection the ECDIS community will have
with this new technology.

ECDIS - A DEFINITION
Electronic charts (EC) come in many configurations today. Most are small,
relatively unsophisticated systems for recreational boaters. These EC's portray
pieces of conventional charts as pictures on a personal computer screen with the
ship position superimposed. EC's are not considered by the IMO/lliO as a
possible replacement for nautical chartS.17 However, ECDIS displays an exact

15Frederick K Ganjon, Production of the Electronic Chart Data Base,
Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic
Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 80 (1990).
16Frank L. Wiswall, The Impact of the Electronic Chart on the Law of Collision,
Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic
Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 90 (1990). Arthur G. Gaines, U.S. ECDIS
Testbed Project Status, Sea Technology, Mar. 1993, at 56.
17Chris Andreasen, Electronic Chart Navigation - An Evolution, Sea
Technology, Nov. 1991, at 101.
4

copy of a nautical chart, and, in addition, permits the mariner to interactively add
or remove additional data such as ship speed, heading, position, radar, and
digitized chart updates.

ECDIS is a combination of sophisticated computer hardware and mapping
software that has been used by air traffic control, vessel tracking systems and the
military for several years. It is a fully integrated aid to navigation device. Some
speculate that ECDIS will be important to the evolution of the "one man bridge"
concept, enhanced route planning and safety, and real time updating of nautical
Charts.18 The precise technical definition of an ECDIS is still an unresolved issue
for those drafting standards. 19 The fundamental components include the
computer, mapping programs, and the capability to receive signals direct from a
DGPS and a vessel's radar for real-time integration and display with a digital
chart.

ECDIS failures can be categorized by the following, a) hardware failure, b)
software failure, c) flawed, corrupted or out-dated data, and d) improper use.

I8Lee Alexander and Leo Black, ECDIS: The Wave of the Future, Sea
Technology, Mar. 1993, at 10.
I~. Hebdon, Investigation of an Electronic Chart-related Grounding,
Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic
Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 94 (1990). P.K. Mukherjee, The Electronic
Chart-Legal Issues:Old and New, Proceedings of the International Conference on
Maritime Law and the Electronic Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 18
(1990).
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THE ISSUES
Will

mariners~

manufacturers and hydrographic offices take on a significantly

greater risk by using ECDIS, or will the transition to electronic charts be smooth?
What will be the effect on the long established definitions of seaworthiness and
prudent navigation? Will disputed issues such as the definition and applicability of
discretionary government activity and due care plague ECDIS?

And~ finally~

how

can the answers to these questions play a part in evaluating the preliminary draft
standards for ECDIS set forth by the IMO/llIO? The uncertainty that chartmaking and especially ECDIS brings to the maritime community is reflected in
the literature.20

AMERICAN CASE LAW
Three theories of liability exist that will effect the ECDIS community:

negligence~

seaworthiness~ and product liability.21 Because of the breadth of these legal
theories~

and diversity of the ECDIS

community~ we

have a broad range of case

law to study. The different reasoning used by the cases reflect the complexity of

2Oproshanto K. Mukherjee~ The Charting and Safekeeping of the Oceans and
Waterways: Legal Implications~ 5 Dalhousie L. J. 579 (1980). Philip R. McCowe~
IFR The Liability of the Chartmaker~ 44 J. Air L. & Com. 397 (1978). J.N. Pasquay~
Maritime Casualties and Nautical Documents Liability of Hydrographic Offices~ rno
Reprint No. 14 Int~l Hydro. B. 1 (1985). Edward J. Obloy~ The Liability of the
Electronic Chartmaker for Negligent Charting~ LXVII(2) Int~l Hydro. Rev. 134
(1990). Adam J. Kerr~ Status Report on the Activities of the IMO and IHO
Concerning the Electronic Chart~ LXVII(2) Int~l Hydro. Rev. 7 (1990).
21Edward J. Obloy~ The Liability of the Electronic Chartmaker for Negligent
LXVll(2) Int~l Hydro. Rev. 136 (1990).

Charting~

6

the subject and provide opportunity for new interpretation. Additionally, the
interpretation of consistent decisions as well will be informative. The imminent
use of ECDIS, and the IMH/IHO vote in 1995 justifies a clear and timely
interpretation of this case history.22

220yvind Stene, ECDIS Standards, Proceedings of the International
Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic Chart, Canadian Hydrographic
Service 49 (1990).
7

II. GOVERNMENT LIABILI'IY AND NEGLIGENCE
The United States government through the National Ocean Survey and the
Defense Mapping Agency, survey, prepare and produce nautical charts and other
navigation aids for all U.S. waters and much of the world's oceans. The origin and
authority to conduct the "Survey of the Coast" is part of the Organic Act of
February 10, 1807 (2 Stat. 413) which states "... authorized and requested to cause
a survey to be taken of the coast of the United States in which shall be designated
the islands and shoals ... for completing an accurate chart of every part of the
coast ...,,23 Nautical charts are relied upon by the maritime community and
recognized by the courts to "represent the nature, character and position of
navigational aids as well as of the land and bottom configuration, depths and
other features of both the shore and the sea bottom".24 The techniques needed
to collect, process and distribute this information are changing rapidly as
electronic charts and electronic aids to navigation proliferate and as the types and
numbers of marine information users expand.25 The development of electronic
charting may effect the way the information is developed, used, and possibly

23National Research Council, Charting a Course into the Digital Era - Guidance
for NOAA's Nautical Charting Mission, National Academy Press 6 (1994).
24Peter M. Troop, The Legal Liability of the Chartmaker, LXII (1) Int'l Hydro.
Rev. 118 (1985).
25National Research Council, Charting a Course into the Digital Era - Guidance
for NOAA ~ Nautical Charting Mission, National Academy Press 9 (1994).
8

misused. 26 This may require adoption of new standards and policies, legislative
changes, or regulatory changes. rl

To better prepare the government for the evolution of ECDIS, it is
instructive to examine what effect ECDIS will have on government liability. Some
tasks that the NOS and Coast Guard already conduct are the analog precursors to
ECDIS. The invention of ECDIS will exchange the traditional analog method for
a digital process. Paper nautical charts will become computer files on CDROM,
and manually updating charts may some day occur from satellite transmissions.
ECDIS can also bring some new capabilities to aid the government in resolving
potential liabilities, such as vessel track recording and real-time warnings of
failures to navigation aids.

28

The source and type of possible ECDIS related liabilities are identified by
examining the litigation facing the analog nautical charting process, and
establishing and maintaining aids to navigation. What are the important elements
in these case histories that will bear on ECDIS? Will jurisdiction be within the

26National Research Council, Minding the Helm - Marine Navigation and Piloting,
National Academy Press 226 (1994).
27N ational

Research Council, Charting a Course into the Digital Era - Guidance for
NOAA's Nautical Charting Mission, National Academy Press 68 (1994).
Edward J. Obloy, The Liability of the Electronic Chartmaker for Negligent Charting,
LXVII(2) Int'l Hydro. Rev. 141 (1990).
28

9

Federal Tort Claims Act29 and/or the Suits in Admiralty AcfO? Will
government negligence be protected by discretionary exemptions, and how will
government liability be effected by mariner's contributory negligence and reliance
on ECDIS?

General Principles

Claims against the United States for ECDIS related issues will be heard under the
SIAA and the flCA Where the SIAA provides a remedy, the flCA is exempt
from hearing the case. Where the SIAA does not provide a remedy, cases are
heard under the flCA ECDIS actions are guided by uniform federallaws. 31

The original intent of the SIAA was to open the government to suits in personam
similar to that of the private shipowner and shippers during World War 11.32 The
Act had several jurisdictional problems that were later modified by amendment in
1960. The language of the amendment states "...to make as certain as possible that
suits brought against the United States for damages caused by vessels and
employees of the United States through breach of contract or tort can be
originally fIled in the correct court so as to proceed to trial promptly on their

29

28 U.S.C. sec. 401 (1946).

30

46 U.S.C. sec. 741-752 (1920).

31

Chute v. United States, 610 F.2d 7 (1st Cir. 1979).

32

Lane v. United States, 529 F.2d 175 (4th Cir. 1975).
10

merits."33 The amendment broadened the federal government's amenability to
suit by allowing action against the United States if a suit against a private
individual was possible.34

The Federal Tort Claims Act provides jurisdiction for action where the
negligent or wrongful act or omission of governmental employees results in injury
or damage. This Act provides for jurisdiction over land-based actions as well as
maritime. Unlike the SIAA the FTCA still retains immunity for the negligence of
government employees exercising due care in the performance of a duty whether
or not the discretion involved be abused. 3S This shield allows the government to
"...conduct regulatory activity unimpeded and, prevents judicial second guessing of
legislative and administrative decisions grounded in social, economic and political
policy..." 36

The scope of activities associated with ECDIS are broad, and it is likely
claims will be brought under both the SIAA and the FTCA Historically claims
involving nautical charts have been heard under both the FTCA and the SIAA,

33

De Bardeleben Marine Corp. v. United States, 451 F.2d 140 (5th Cir. 1971).

Kathryn C. Nielsen, The Discretionary Function Exception and the Suits in
Admiralty Act: A Safe Harbor for Negligence? 4 U. Puget Sound L. Rev. 385
(1981).
34

3S

46 U.S.C. sec. 741-752 (1920).

36

Eklof Marine Corp. v. United States, 762 F.2d 200 (2 Cir. 1985).
11

whereas claims associated with establishing and maintaining aids to navigation are
heard under the flCA Because the flCA retains a shield from liability in
discretionary activity the SIAA lacks, an inconsistency in court decision exists
within the domain of ECDIS activity.37

Negligence

Negligence is determined when there is a duty, a breach of that duty, and
the breach leads to injury.

38

Whether the government has met its duties in the

context of an ECDIS claim first requires defining the ECDIS activity as either a
discretionary policy decision, or the implementation of a policy decision as an
operational duty. Policy decisions do not impute liability on the government.
Therefore the government has the freedom to decide when to initiate an entirely
new safety program like ECDIS.39 Similarly it has discretion to determine the
extent of due care it intends to adopt. Some agencies have greater exposure to
liability because of explicit requirements to use reasonable care in their

37 Kathryn C. Nielsen, The Discretionary Function and the Suits In Admiralty
Act: A Safe Harbor for Negligence?, 4 U. Puget Sound L. Rev. 385 (1981). Michael
Jay Kaplan, Liability of the United States for Injuries and Damages Arising from
Issuance to Mariners of Faulty Coast and Geodetic Survey Charts and Notices
Thereof, 17 AL.R. Fed 995 (1974).
38

Brown v. United States, 599 F. Supp. 877 (D.Mass. 1984).

39 Brown v. United States, 790 F.2d 199 (1st Cir. 1986).
12

discretionary process.4O When the discretionary decision is exercised, the
government is exposed to additional liability for the implementation of the
policy.41 Under both the flCA and SIAA the government is required to use
due care to implement policy decisions. Therefore the implementation of ECDIS
will impute new liabilities on the government similar to those in nautical charting
and establishing and maintaining aids to navigation. Defining the border between
discretionary and operational duties has challenged many courts in maritime
matters and there is no evidence that this would change under ECDIS.42

A breach of duty by the government in ECDIS related actions can take on
several forms, 1) failing to chart a known hazard, 2) erroneously charting a
hazard, 3) failing to properly establish an aid to navigation, and 4) failing to
maintain an aid to navigation.

The government is protected from liability when its activity is clearly
discretionary, no abuse of discretion is committed, and no operational negligence
is found. Some circuit courts have expanded the governments protection by
imputing the immunity waiver exemption of the flCA to the SIAA43

40

Lane v. United States, 529 F.2d 175 (4th Cir. 1975).

41 Chute v. United States 449 F. Supp. 172 (D.Mass. 1978).
42 Allnutt v. United States, 498 F. Supp. 832 (D.Mo. 1980).
43 Gercey v. United States, 540 F.2d 536 (1st Cir. 1976).
13

Exemptions To The Suits In Admiralty Act
Since the amendments to the Act, the government has requested courts to
impute the flCA exemption of the sovereign immunity waiver for discretionary
functions to the SIAA. The impact of imputing the exemption to the SIAA is
controversial and effects the degree of liability the government will face with
ECDIS.

The first and seventh circuit courts have concluded that although no
exemption for liability exists in the SIAA similar to the flCA that, ''we think that
sound principles demand that the act be construed as subject to such discretionary
function exemptions.'t44 These principles include, 1) to promote a separation of
powers, 2) to allow agencies to balance public interest in the context of limited
agency resources, and 3) to protect the federal budget.

The government's request to impute the flCA exemption is challenged by the
fourth and fifth circuits because the request does not follow the congressional
intent of the SIAA nor sound rules of statutory construction.45 The validity of the
request also falls short because where the SIAA provides a remedy, the flCA is
clearly exempt from hearing claims. The denial of the exemption by the courts

44

Gercey v. United States, 540 F.2d 536 (1st Cir. 1976).

45 Kathryn C. Nielsen, The Discretionary Function Exception and the Suits In
Admiralty Act: A Safe Harbor for Negligence? 4 U. Puget Sound L. Rev. 385
(1981).

14

make the government more liable for negligence, though does not create the
"intolerable" situation the first and seventh circuits interpret.

46

The different interpretations of the SIAA by the circuit courts generates
varying degrees of government liability dependent on the court system. This
variation is in conflict with the court's intention of providing uniform federal law
for maritime claims. The implication of this conflict is unclear, and possibly will
cause the government to restrain development of an ECDIS database until
resolved. The only attempt to resolve this conflict is found in the balanced
decision of the Offshore Transportation case discussed below.

Engendered Reliance

The government sponsored safety programs that support ECDIS, like
nautical charting, are discretionary. Once in place, some mariners rely on these
programs reasonably, while others excessively. Regardless of the fact that the
programs are discretionary, the government is exposed to liability from
engendered reliance,47 and warnings will not immunize the government from this
liability.48 The degree of liability depends on the extent of reliance

46 Michael J. Kaplan, Liability of United States from Injuries or Damage
Resulting from Failure to Establish, or Properly Maintain or Operate, Aids to
Maritime Navigation 19 AL.R. Fed 297 (1974).

47Indian Towing v. United States, 350 U.S. 61 (1955).
48Whitney S.S. Co. v. United States 747 F.2d 69 (2nd Or. 1984).
15

engendered.49 No test exists to differentiate reasonable from unreasonable
reliance and performance. Since Indian Towing, courts have attempted to refine a
measure in ECDIS type applications, but significant controversy still exists.
Generally, it has been held that absent some suspicious circumstances or notices,
and the availability of alternatives, mariners can reasonably rely on due care used
in the generation of nautical charts, the proper placement of an aid to navigation,
the maintenance of aids to navigation, and cannot rely on a particular degree of
performance by an aid to navigation or employee of the government.so

Because the functions of ECDIS straddle the above activities the confusion
of measuring where engendered reliance starts and stops may only become more
difficult with ECDIS.

Comparative Negligence

The degree of the government exposure in an ECDIS claim depends in
part on the standard of care exercised by the libelant. This is generally defined by
the prudence with which the vessel is navigated, and the seaworthiness of the
vessel. The degree of care the vessel owes is dependent on "whether the navigator

49

Reminga v. United States, 631 F.2d 449 (6th Cir. 1980).

so Michael J. Kaplan, Liability of United States from Injuries or Damage
Resulting from Failure to Establish, or Properly Maintain or Operate, Aids to
Maritime Navigation 19 AL.R. Fed 297 (1974). Brown v. United States, 790 F.2d
199 (1st Cir. 1986).

16

is justified in relying upon an aid to navigation, or if such reliance constituted

contributory fault". Defining this care is complicated and requires examining issues
like 1) the failure of a navigation aid was so severe so as to raise suspicion, 2) the
history of the particular aid, 3) local custom, and 4) the experience and
responsibility of the navigator. The courts have generally examined whether a
vessel had adequate functioning navigational devices on board" in determining the
vessel as seaworthy.
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The capability of ECDIS to record instrument and environmental
conditions similar to the "black boxes" on aircraft will help differentiate errors in
navigation and management from failures or errors in an aid to navigation.

Liability In Nautical Charting

The following sections discuss case history associated with nautical charting
and establishing and maintaining aids to navigation; and speculates how these
decisions will affect the development of ECDIS, in the context of exemptions,
negligence and reliance.

Government Liable

51 Michael J. Kaplan, Liability of United States from Injuries or Damage
Resulting from Failure to Establish, or Properly Maintain or Operate, Aids to
Maritime Navigation 19 AL.R. Fed 297 (1974).
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In Doyle52, the Coast Guard failed to chart or mark a cable suspended

over the navigable water which the plaintiffs vessel collided with causing injury
and death to the passengers. The court held that, despite the fact the Coast Guard
has discretion to mark obstructions, it failed to exercise its discretion responsibly.
The Coast Guard also, could not avoid liability by placing a warning in the local
Coast Pilot publication. The court recognized that no discretionary function
exemption exists in the SIAA, and that the duty to warn arises from the
knowledge of the hidden danger.

In Remingd3, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) failed to

accurately chart a TV tower struck by the plaintiff's aircraft. The government
argued the charts are intended for use in determining general location, and the
court ruled the FAA was not required to publish the charts, but where it did so, it
engendered reliance on them, and was required to use due care in their
construction.

In Southern Natural Ga.?, the Army Corps of Engineers granted a
dredging permit in an area known to contain buried natural gas pipelines, but
unmarked by the Army Corps. The plaintiff's dredge broke the pipeline and the

52

Doyle v. United States, 441 F. Supp. 701 (D.S.C. 1977).

53Reminga v. United States, 631 F.2d 449 (6th Cir. 1980).
54Southern Natural Gas v. United States, 711 F.2d 1251 (5th Cir. 1983).
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vessel was damaged and crew injured. The court held that the Army Corps abused
its discretion, failed to use due care, and was liable for the plaintiff's reliance on
the chart.

Government Not Liable
In De Bardelebenss , the government falsely printed the corrections date on

a nautical chart. Plaintiff's dredge was damaged and crew injured when it
damaged a gas pipeline not on the chart. The plaintiff claimed the government
was liable for mis-representation. Because the government had used due care and
published a message in the recent Notice to Mariners advising the use of a new
correct chart, and because the dredge vessel was using an out of date chart, the
government had properly met its duties and was not liable. It is important to note,
this was the first case where the court clearly stated that the government could be
held liable for mis-representation on a nautical chart.

In Allnut~, the plaintiff's small plane collided with an uncharted power
transmission line killing the passengers. The plaintiff challenged the FAA with
operational negligence on part of the FAA cartographers. The FAA charting
standards did not require charting this type of power line, and because the
definition of agency standards is a discretionary decision, the government was not

ss De Bardeleben Marine Corp. v. United States, 451 F.2d 140 (5th Cir. 1971).

S6Allnutt v. United States, 498 F. Supp. 832 (D.Mo. 1980).
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liable. The court also held that the mechanical preparation of charts is not exempt
under the FICA discretionary exemption.

In Baird57 , the plaintiff claimed the FAA was negligent by inaccurately

portraying on an aeronautical chart the length of a lighted runway. Because the
FAA had decided to only mark runway lengths, and mark runways as lighted or
not, and not to mark the longest lighted runways, the court did not hold the
government liable for this discretionary decision.

Case history suggests the greatest risk the government faces in the
development of an ECDIS databases is the failure of agencies to use due care in
their discretionary duties. This includes properly charting known hazards. Some
argument still exists over what are operational and discretionary duties in the
context of charting, and it has generally been held that the mechanical
preparation of a chart is an operational task. Once an ECDIS database enters use
by the general maritime community, it is likely the reliance mariners place on it
will create a liability for the government regardless of warnings as to its general
nature. Only warnings documenting specific errors and recommending new
procedures will be effective.

Errors such as failing to chart, and mis-charting known hazards on paper

57Baird v. United States, 653 F.2d 437 (10th Cir. 1981).
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nautical charts will be identical problems for an ECDIS database. ECDIS will not
entirely replace paper nautical charts, which means the government will be
generating two separate nautical chart sources. There is a reasonable likelihood
that differences will exist between the two sources thus increasing the chance of
confusion, injury and litigation. An alternative would be to generate paper
nautical charts from the ECDIS databases only. Concern has also been raised over
how ECDIS will be updated, and to the threat of ECDIS malfunction from
receiving corrupted electronic updates. ECDIS updates can be categorized by
major and minor update releases.

Major releases include the new publication of one or more charts on a
CDROM and distributed through normal chart vendors. These distributions would
carry identical liability to the paper chart system. Minor releases include radio
frequency updates on a monthly, weekly or even daily schedule. During operating
conditions the original ECDIS database cannot be updated because a CDROM is
a read-Only medium, therefore any digital updates received by radio would be
added to a temporary map layer that remains until the next major release. Minor
release information could be visually checked against traditional update methods
for consistency. Updating ECDIS represents technical and procedural difficulties
that have no apparent new liability greater than traditional nautical charting. The
precise role the government takes in the development of ECDIS is a discretionary
decision, that will require due care to implement, and is not protected by the
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flCA exemption, nor from warnings by the government.

The government has considerable protection from ECDIS liability when
clear standards and procedures of care are established and maintained. The
government has the choice to decide how these standards are established with
immunity.

Liability Associated With Aids To Navigation
Government Liable
In Indian TowinfIB, the government failed to maintain a lighthouse. By

providing the lighthouse service, the government had engendered a reliance and a
duty to the maritime community which it was not able to maintain. When a vessel
was damaged because the light failed to operate, the court held the government
had breached its duty.

In Lane59, the Coast Guard failed to properly mark or remove a wreck.
Subsequently, a vessel was damaged by colliding with the wreck. The court held
the government did not have a mandatory duty to mark or remove all wrecks but
must exercise due care to mark wrecks which constitute hazards to navigation and
was therefore liable.

58lndian Towing v. United States, 350 U.S. 122 (1955).
59t.ane v. United States, 529 F.2d 175 (4th Cir. 1975).
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In Eklor, the Coast Guard failed to accurately place the correct buoy in
a shipping channel. The poor placement of the wrong buoy led to the grounding
of several vessels. The Coast Guard argued, the notice they published to warn
mariners not to use a single buoy for determining location, was an appropriate
warning. The court held that, the erroneous choice of the buoy and poor
placement of the buoy was a failure in conducting daily operations, and that a
warning does not provide protection from the obligation to use due care.

Government Not Liable

In Chute 61, the plaintiffs vessel collided with a marked wreck and was
damaged. The plaintiff claimed the government was negligent in marking a wreck
with an inadequate buoy, and the negligence was proximate cause of the damage.
The court held the discretionary judgment by the Coast Guard on how to mark a
wreck must stand in all but extreme cases. The court added that to come within
the reliance doctrine of Indian Towing, the buoy would have to have created a
more hazardous situation than that of the original wreck.

In Offshore Transport 62 , the plaintiffs vessel was damaged in collision with
a charted but unmarked wreck. The court recognized the government had a duty

60

Eklof Marine Corp. v. United States, 762 F.2d 200 (2nd Cir. 1985).

61Chute v. United States, 610 F.2d 7 (1st Cir. 1979).
620ffshore Transportation Corp. v. United States, 465 F. Supp. 976 (E.D.La.
1979).
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to remove unmarked wrecks in navigable waters, and that the discretionary
function exemption to waiver sovereign immunity does not apply to actions under
SIAA Regardless, the court held the Coast Guard used reasonable discretion to
prioritized wrecks for removal and was therefore not liable.

In Brown63 , plaintiffs claimed that NOAA was negligent in maintaining a

weather buoy and in not earlier predicting a storm's true path that led to the
death of plaintiffs relatives on a fishing boat. The court held, the government had
discretion to engage, and determine the extent to which it choose to engage in
collecting, interpreting and transmitting weather information. The court also
noted, the FICA exemption was a protection from the charge of inadequate
performance in predicting the storm, and the plaintiff failed to establish that the
buoy malfunction was the proximate cause of death.

ECDIS is an advanced aid to navigation, and the government exposure
from ECDIS will come from the failure to establish and or maintain ECDIS as an
aid. The government is free to choose when and how committed it will be to
ECDIS. Once the government is engaged in ECDIS development, the maritime
community will undoubtedly begin to rely on it. The expectations mariners have
that an aid is properly working is considered reasonable, and reflects the reliance
that leads to government liability. The government can not create a new hazard

63Brown v. United States, 790 F.2d 199 (1st Cir. 1986).
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by neglecting this

reliance~

or any known danger. "The danger defines the scope of

duty"~ and~ if reliance defines the duty~ reasonableness defines its breach.64 We

see from Offshore Transport6S that reasonable interpretations of the SIAA is
possible~

even in the context of denying the FICA exemption to the SIAA. Some

debate still exists over whether maintaining an aid is a discretionary duty exempt
from liability under the

FfC~

or if due care is required and negligence can be

incurred by the government. There does not appear to be any imminent resolution
to this debate because of ECDIS~ and is likely to complicate the development of
uniform federal laws on this subject.

Analysis

The pattern of ECDIS related actions indicates there will be no dramatic
changes to government liability from adopting ECDIS technology. ECDIS risks
will be similar to those associated with traditional nautical charting and

establishing and maintaining aids to navigation. Jurisdiction for ECDIS actions
will remain within the SIAA and where the SIAA does not provide a

remedy~

within the flCA Some controversy still exists over whether the discretionary
function exemption of the FICA can be imputed to the

S~

but the resolution

of this issue would have a minor effect on ECDIS. It is clear from past litigation

64Eklof Marine Corp. v. United States~ 762 F.2d 200 (2nd Cir. 1985).
6S0ffshore Transportation Corp. v. United States~ 465 F. Supp. 976 (E.D.La.
1979).
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that the judicial branch is capable of examining chart and navigation aid cases,
and determining what reasonable care and reasonable reliance is without the
cover of the exemption.

There is no evidence the government will have any duty to provide ECDIS
support. The government will engender a duty to use due care in operational tasks
and discretionary decisions once an ECDIS program has begin. Because the
government incurs this duty through engendered reliance, it is important for
government agencies to develop standards for ECDIS development. Standards
help define the boundaries of due care, clarify roles in establishing comparative
negligence, and differentiates legitimate discretionary decisions from careless
operational negligence.

The government will continue to be under increasing pressure to further
data development as ECDIS use expands. It is apparent from the recent NRC
review of NOAA's nautical charting mission that establishing cooperative research
and development agreements (CRADA'S)66 could relieve some of the resource
burden on data collection and dissemination. In order for the CRADA's to
properly function legislative changes to permit NOAA the ability to license data

Mne Technology Transfer Act of 1986 and 33 CFR 883f.
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distribution would be necessary.67 It is unlikely this will reduce the government's
liability for data generation but may reduce liability associated with data
distribution.

67National Research Council, Charting a Course into the Digital Era - Guidance
for NOAA ~ Nautical Charting Mission, National Academy Press 51 (1994).
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III. SHIPOWNER AND MARINER LIABILI1Y

ECDIS is used by an increasing number of vessels regardless that carriage
requirements or performance standards have yet to be established. It is plausible
that the value of using ECDIS could be so great, that a court could find a ship
unseaworthy for failing to use it, or for improper use. How will the shipowner and
mariner know when to adopt ECDIS to meet safety requirements and limit
liability?

A shipowner has a duty to provide a seaworthy vessel. If this duty is met,
the shipowner is relieved of liability for the vessel and its cargo. Uability for the
navigation and management of the vessel then rests with the ship's crew. 68
Statutory guidelines provide the shipowner with directions to meet seaworthiness
requirements, although this does not guarantee the shipowner relief from liability.
In the past shipowners have been held to a higher degree of responsibility than

the statutes direct.69 Holdings such as the Medford70 and the TJ. Hooper are
instructive examples on how the courts examined and determined shipowner and
mariner liability before carriage requirements for radio and radar were made.
Because the characterization of a vessel as seaworthy is so important for safety as
well as economic reasons, the proper and timely interpretation of its definition

~e Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 46 U.S.c. sec. 130<>-1315 (1936).

6TIe TJ. Hooper, 60 F.2d 737 (1932), cert. den. 287 U.S. 662 (1932).
7<The Medford, 65 F. Supp. 622, (E.D.N.Y. 1946).
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within the context of ECDIS must be made.

COLREGS
The U.S. Coast Guard promulgates regulations from international
agreements like the collision regulations (COLREGS) for both the shipowners
and mariners. The COLREGS were formulated in 1889 in Washington, and later
modified in 1910, 1948, 1960 and 1972. The regulations are applied outside the
COLREG demarcation lines, and for coastal and Great Lakes regions, mariners
rely on the Inland Rules. COLREGS and the Inland Rules govern various
shipboard tasks including use of lights, radio, and radar. 71 COLREGS do not
reference ECDIS, and no regulations pertaining to ECDIS have been established
by the Coast Guard.

Seaworthiness And limitation

or liability

Under the Harter Act and the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, shippers are
relieved of liability when it can shown due diligence was used to make their vessel
seaworthy.72 Due diligence generally has included in part, properly equipping the
vessel for its intended voyage (including, current charts, light list, radio, radar,
compass and other navigation equipment), and for manning the ship with

71Intemational Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 33 U.S.C. sec.
1602 (1972).
72WJ. McCahan Sugar Ref. Co. v. The Wildcroft, 127 U.S. 467 (1905).
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competent crew.73 H ECDIS becomes an "ordinary practice of seamen"
shipowners will take on additional duties to meet the burden of due diligence.
These include;
1.

obtaining ECDIS equipment and data that meets national
and international standards, presumably through some
equipment verification process of standards committee or
professional organization;

2.

installation, integration and periodic inspection of the
performance of the equipment and data; and

3.

the training and certification of crew in the use of ECDIS. 74

The shipowners' liability will vary with the degree of compliance the
shipowner meets. What will be an acceptable degree of compliance for shipowners
to prove due diligence in the context of ECDIS?

In the TJ. Hooper75 , a tug was found unseaworthy for not having a
receiving radio on board, even though radio receivers where not required nor
even considered commonplace at that time. Radio receivers were used by some
7.i3oudoin v. Lykes Bros. S.S. Co., 348 U.S. 336 (1955).
74D.G. Jenkins, Verification, Inspection and Certification of the Hardware,
Software and the Competence of the Operator by Marine Authorities, Proceedings of
the International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic Chart,
Canadian Hydrographic Service 65 (1990).
7sne TJ. Hopper, 60 F.2d 737 (1932), cert. den. 287 U.S. 662 (1932).
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tugs, but were seen as hobbies of the crew. The court noted, "Courts must in the
end say what is required; there are precautions so imperative that even their
universal disregard will not excuse their omission." This holding solidified the
court's intentions with regard to radio, and was influential in guiding the adoption
of radar. There is no evidence to suggest that the TJ. Hooper holding will not be
a controlling case in the future of ECDIS.

The Maria 76 expanded on the TJ. Hooper and clarified some requirements
that relate to ECDIS. The court held that "Where the owner failed to supply
available data and equipment relating to changes in lightship and buoy, and
navigation in reliance on data and equipment supplied resulted in stranding,
owner was liable to shipper, under Harter Act, for failure to make vessel
seaworthy...".

Unlike the requirement that the physical structure of the ship be seaworthy
at the beginning of the voyage, it is not the shipowner's duty to assure that all
charts and navigation aids are properly updated and working at the beginning of
the voyage. As long as the shipowner provides all information to make a vessel
seaworthy before a voyage, the master has the duty to ensure updates are

7~e Maria, 91 F.2d 819 (4th Cir. 1937).
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complete before needed. 77

Navigation And Management
The navigation and management of a vessel is the responsibility of the
master. To meet this duty, the crew is required to accomplish many tasks and be
skilled in a variety of sophisticated navigation devices like radio, radar, and GPS.
What new benefits or burdens will the master and crew take on with the informal
or regulated use of ECDIS that will effect the legal classification of a vessel as
seaworthy?

ECDIS will directly impact the following three components of navigation
and management. The updating of charts, the synthesis of radar, chart,
bathymetric and other navigation aid information, and the use of the above
information. Based on field tests and design it is speculated that the accuracy,
uniformity and intuitive nature of ECDIS will reduce the frequency of errors in
navigation by minimizing difficult and repetitive human and equipment
interaction.78 By examining the errors in navigation and management in past

77Daisy Philippine Underwear Co. v. United States Steel Prod. Co., 11 F.
Supp. 175 (D.N.Y. 1935). United States Steel Prod. Co. v. American & Foreign
Ins. Co., 82 F.2d 752 (2nd Cir. 1936).
78John L. Hammer ill, Hugh J. Agnew, Navigation in the 1990's... and Beyond,
Sea Technology, Mar. 1991, at 10. National Research Council, Charting a Course
into the Digital Era - Guidance for NOAA's Nautical Charting Mission, National
Academy Press 9 (1994).
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cases, it can be inferred what effect ECDIS may have on future seaworthiness
actions. These examples help to project what the legal implications for future
ECDIS use will be on navigation and management.

In the Savannah 79, the master was found negligent in the grounding of the

vessel by improperly using a small scale chart to approach a shallow area. It was
argued unsuccessfully that the ship was unseaworthy for lack of the proper chart.
The court held the vessel seaworthy, because an adequate chart was on the vessel,
and the stranding an error of navigation for failing to use the chart properly.
There have been numerous discussions during the development of the ECDIS
performance standards to protect from precisely this type of accident. ECDIS has
the capability in either the voyage planning mode, or operational mode to warn
mariners when inappropriate chart scales are used.

The grounding of the QE 2 off the Massachusetts coast in the summer of
1992 represents a classic scenario where an ECDIS may reduce the risk of
negligent navigation. The QE 2 struck bottom where NOS charts showed 15-20
feet of clearance. Some have speculated that the "squatting" of the ship due to
excessive speed in shallow water reduced this clearance beyond the accuracy of

79Savannah Sugar Refining Corp. v. Atlantic Towing Co., 15 F.2d 648 (5th Cir.
1926).
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the charted area.80 If the QE 2's forward scanning sonar, fathometer, GPS
receiver, ships speed log and an electronic chart were integrated to an ECDIS, it
is likely the combination of the conditions the ship was navigated in, and the
region, would have triggered an automated warning during voyage planning or
when voyage conditions changed to create this hazard.

It is likely that ECDIS can reduce errors in navigation.81 It will also place
a greater burden of proof of proximate cause on mariners when accidents do
occur, and heighten the standard for the reasonable and prudent mariner.82 It is
evident from the Medford et al. that vessels equipped with ECDIS will have a
greater obligation to use it than those not yet equipped.

The adoption of ECDIS will likely be problematic for some mariners.
Historically the introduction of new navigation aids has not been centrally driven
like it is in aeronautical industry and now is with ECDIS.83 This will require

8Ooyom McNiff, Jr., A Queen is Embarrassed or the very Public Discovery of
Queen's Bottom Ledge, Offshore, Oct. 1992, at 55.
8INational Research Council, Charting a Course into the Digital Era - Guidance
for NOAA's Nautical Charting Mission, National Academy Press 16 (1994).
82Edward J. Obloy, The Liability of the Electronic Chartmaker for Negligent
Charting, LXVll(2) Int'l Hydro. Rev. 138 (1990). National Research Council,
Minding the Helm - Marine Navigation and Piloting, National Academy Press 236
(1994).
83National Research Council, Minding the Helm - Marine Navigation and
Piloting, National Academy Press 262 (1994).
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mariners to be proactive and open to an unfamiliar technology introduced by an
outside source. ECDIS may also require costly training and periodic testing
similar to, and in addition to radar training. Finally, ECDIS is a device susceptible
to mechanical and procedural errors yet unknown to mariners creating new risks
like those encountered with the introduction of radar.

The hesitation some mariners have to new devices is clearly shown in the
Medford. In the Medfor£'4, the Barry (a government vessel equipped with radar)

proceeded into a fog bank at full speed without using radar and collided with a
fishing boat, the Medford. Radar was not a required device at this time. The court
noted 'The failure of the Barry to use her radar is the most serious and sinister
aspect of these causes. The perfection of that device is thought to have invoked a
new concept of the responsibilities attaching to vessels so equipped..." This ruling
was expanded in The Burgen85 , where the court held that a vessel in an accident,
that chose not to use a radar, bears the burden of proving that failure to use radar
did not contribute to the hazard/accident. The courts held similarly in several
later cases before performance standards, rules of use, and eventually a carriage
requirement for larger vessels were promulgated. 86

~e Medford, 65 F. Supp. 622 (E.D.N.Y. 1946).
85 Afran

Transport Co. v. The Bergenchief, 274 F.2d 469 (2nd Cir. 1960).

~e Hindoo, 74 F. Supp. 145 (S.D.N.Y. 1947). Polarus Steamship Co. v. The
T /S Sandefjord, 236 F.2d 270 (2nd Cir. 1956). Continental Oil Company v. M.S.
Glenville, 210 F. Supp. 865 (D.Tex. 1962).
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Even though there is no expectation that ECDIS will be an anti-collision
device like radar, The Medford and the Burgen show the reluctance that mariners
may have for new navigation aids and the determination the courts have in
promoting safe navigation. ECDIS is ideally designed as an anti-collision/allision
and anti-grounding device, where ship position can be correlated with radar
sightings superimposed on a nautical chart.

Analysis

Shipowners have no international obligation or national duty to purchase,
use, or maintain an ECDIS unit, yet. However, the evolution of radio and radar as
required navigation aids infers that ECDIS may soon be in the same category.
Case history does not reveal any single episode that could warn shipowners when
this transition will occur. Evidence suggest that a ruling by a court could initiate
this transition rather than the establishment of national performance standards or
implementation of carriage requirements, which is unlikely for some time. For
shipowners to maintain their limitation of liability it will be necessary for them to
meet new duties associated with ECDIS, like providing authorized equipment,
maintenance and inspection, and training of crew members. Until regulations
catch up with the recent technological changes mariners must take the initiative in
establishing prudent standards appropriate to the technology. Vessels equipped
with ECDIS, that fail to use it will likely carry the burden of proof that it was not
the ECDIS equipped vessel in error, in the case of a grounding or allision. The
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lack of adequate official electronic chart data bases may reduce the likelihood
that a duty for full ECDIS implementation will occur soon. However, ECDIS is a
superb voyage planning, plotting apd recording tool, as well as a component to
vessel tracking systems. These functions alone may influence the courts next time
a major maritime disaster occurs.

The invention of ECDIS and its placement on many of the world's larger
vessels, and possibly others, requires some mariners to change their operational
procedures. Case history shows a conservative resistance to these changes, and a
court insistency to implement them. It is speculated that the integration ECDIS
provides will reduce the chance of human error in navigation, and relieve the
mariner of several tedious tasks. ECDIS functions such as vessel track recording
and integration with radar and racons will also help differentiate human errors in
navigation from mechanical or other errors beyond the control of the mariner.
These valuable functions will undoubtedly heighten the standard for the
reasonable and prudent mariner, and therefore require greater training and
compliance.
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IV. THE ECDIS MANUFACTURER AND PRODUcr LIABILITY

ECDIS manufacturers construct and sell computer equipment and
programs, and generate specialized electronic information for ECDIS use. Unlike
the government, manufacturers are not protected by sovereign immunity, and are
profit motivated. Similar to the government as chartmakers, manufacturers face
significant liability problems. They face two major risks. First, the construction of
computers and programs which will inevitably contain flaws, and second, the
process of converting government chart information into an electronic form for
ECDIS use. This automated chart transformation process often involves making
an exact copy of the government chart including errors and omissions. Some
manufacturers promote the generation of ECDIS databases by the government to
avoid some of these liabilities,87 and the adoption of international specifications
and/or performance standards for ECDIS for legal protection88 • Until these
changes are made, and even after in some circumstances, manufacturers are liable
for systems they sell and the information they generate. What types of liability will
manufactures encounter and what protection is available?

87Frederick K Ganjon, J.D., Production of the Electronic Chart Data Base,
Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic
Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 80 (1990).
88Gotthard Gauci, Potential Liability Related to Updating and Communication
of Electronic Chart Information, Proceedings of the International Conference on
Maritime Law and the Electronic Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 93
(1990).
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To identify specific theories for recovery in computer related damages, it is
necessary to isolate what component failed, and the context. ECDIS involves the
integration of many components, including hardware, computer programs, and
information. It is often difficult to identify the specific boundaries of errors in
such configurations thus complicating recovery.

The tangible components like the computer and its assorted peripherals are
actionable under both contract and tort. Within the Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC), contract theories protect consumers from breaches of contract. Under tort
theory, strict liability exists to protect consumers from injury by a defect in a
mass-produced product. It is often associated with ordinary consumer goods like
toys, tools and household appliances. Strict liability also exists under Admiralty
where ECDIS disputes will likely arise.89

Computer programs are not traditionally considered a "tangible product" like a
computer, and are generally licensed and not sold. An argument could be made
that programs are governed as a service under traditional contract theory. This is
unlikely to prevail, because programs are increasingly built into the microchip of
computers, and because they are an integral part for hardware performance. Some
courts have also extended the interpretation of the UCC to include transactions

89pan-Alaska Fisheries, 565 F.2d 1129 (9th Cir 1977).
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such as leases thereby including ECDIS programs as part of the bundled
product.90

The liabilities associated with the information used in an ECDIS are
difficult to define. In some cases information is treated as a product, and in others
as a service. Several conditions are examined when making this determination that
are discussed below.

The prospective ECDIS manufacturer is not unequivocally liable for
damages in an ECDIS case. Lack of privity, exculpatory clauses, contributory
negligence all playa part in evaluating the liability of the manufacturer.

Equipment Liability And The Uniform Commercial Code

The VCC provides several methods for recovery from damages in ECDIS
associated claims. These include breach of express warranty and breach of implied
warranties of fitness and merchantability. Damages for these breaches are
equivalent to tort theories and include direC4 incidental, and consequential
damages. 91

Some of these methods for recovery can be limited by exculpatory clauses.

90Carl Beasley Ford Inc. v. Burroughs Corp., 361 F. Supp. 325 (E.D. Pa. 1973).
91V.c.c. sec. 2-714 (1985).
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However, exculpatory clauses do not exclude claims for personal injury, and in
some cases for property damage and economic loss when a limited remedy proves
meaningless. 92

Privity limits actions to only between the contracting parties. Under the
UCC this has been broadened to include personal injury claims for any reasonably
foreseeable user against a remote seller. Claims for property damage and direct
economic loss are generally not available to non-privity contracting parties.93

Fraud And Common Law Negligence
The theory of fraud allows a plaintiff to take action against a defendant for
"deliberate or reckless misrepresentation of fact that leads to the plaintiffs
detriment,,94. Fraud allows for direct, indirect and consequential losses. Besides
contract theory, fraud is widely used in computer hardware and software cases
because an "... allegation of fraud is often sufficient to avoid summary judgement
based on exculpatory clauses in a contract...".95 Common law negligence is
generally considered inappropriate for computer related cases, partly because of
the difficulty in defining reasonable care in generation of programs, and the lack
92U.C.C. sec. 2-715 (1985).
93U.C.C. sec. 2-318 (1985).
94Glovatorium Inc. v. NCR Corp., 684 F.2d 658 (9th Cir. 1982).
95Jackson & Simmons Ins. Brokerage Inc. v. ffiM Corp., 440 N.E. 2d 282 (Ill.
Ct. App. 1982).
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of any accepted national professional standards. The difficulty in precisely
identifying exactly where the "bug" occurred impairs determining whether the
breach of due care was the proximate cause of the damage.96

Admiralty And Product Liability

Section 402-A of the Restatement (Second) of Torts defines product
liability as "One who sells any product in a defective condition unreasonably
dangerous to the user or consumer or to his property is subject to liability for
physical harm thereby caused to the ultimate user or consumer, or to his
property..." The policy rationale behind strict liability is that the manufacturers
who mass produce a product should insure the consumers/users of the product.97

ECDIS manufacturers are exposed to strict liability under both civil and
admiralty law. Although strict liability is uncommon in admiralty the few cases
that have been brought bear closely on ECDIS. Strict liability actions can raise
issues that are difficult to resolve, or counter in an ECDIS claim.
1.

it must be established that the plaintiff sold a "product," which in the
case of ECDIS computers and software is readily evident.

2.

did the ECDIS contain a design or manufacturing defect?, and what

96Cottrell and Marion, Professional Liability for Computer Design, 3 Computer
L. J. 16 (1986).
97Philip R. McCowan, IFR-The Liability of the Chartmaker, 44 J. Air L.& Com.
383 (1978).
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precision is required of ECDIS to be reasonably fit for its intended
purpose?, was there contributory negligence by the plaintiff?
3.

was the ECDIS unreasonably dangerous?, and could alterations to
the program have created a safer method of navigation, without
seriously impairing the usefulness of it?

4.

who is the ordinary consumer?

5.

was the defective product a proximate cause for the 10ss?98

The following actions in admiralty illustrate the difficulties courts face, and
reflects the conditions that ECDIS actions will encounter.

In Pan Alaska,99 the plaintiffs sought damages for the total loss of the

fishing vessel Enterprise. The sinking was allegedly due to a defective engine
mounted fuel filter. The filter had been installed when the Enterprise had a
complete reconditioning, including new Caterpillar engine prior to the fatal
voyage. On appeal, the court addressed three issues.

The district court held that strict liability was not available in admiralty.
The circuit court remanded the action on this issue and cited numerous examples

98Philip R. McCowan, IFR-The Liability of the Chartmaker, 44 J. Air L. &
Com. 388 (1978).
99pan-Alaska Fisheries v. Marine Const. & Design Co., 565 F.2d 1129 (9th Cir.
1977).
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where other district and circuit courts have held strict liability in admiralty. This
expanded the umbrella of liability from the reseller of the Caterpillar engine to
Caterpillar itself, and to the marine contractor who installed the engine. In the
case of an ECDIS claim, there should be no significant differences between an
engine and a computer in regards to jurisdiction.

Caterpillar then sought relief based on the submittal of a letter to the
engine reseller warning of the defective fuel filter and recommending the
exchange of the defective filter for a correct model. The court held that
Caterpiller could not escape liability under the theory of strict products liability
just because it warned the marine contractor. The purpose of strict products
liability is "...to protect the consumer, and to place the liability on those
responsible for the harm and best able to absorb the loss." It is evident from this
holding that disclaimers of liability will be of little protection to the ECDIS
manufacturer.

The court then examined whether the doctrine of comparative fault applies
as a partial defense to a claim based on strict product liability. The court easily
affirmed this issue because of the holding in Reliable Transfer,l°O and because

1oo.-rI1e language in the Supreme Court ruling stated, "We hold that when two
or more parties have contributed by their fault to cause property damage in a
maritime collision or stranding, liability for such damage is to be allocated among
the parties proportionately to the comparative degree of their fault..."
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the Jones Act and the Death on the High Seas Act both apply the concept of
comparative fault.

In Sperry Rand Corp.,IOI Sperry challenged Radio Corp. of America with

a product liability suit in admiralty for the defective manufacture of an electronic
component. This component was used by Sperry in the manufacturer of a marine
gyro compass, and failed to work properly which led to the grounding of a vessel
in the Houston ship channel. Because Sperry had manufactured a uniquely
maritime product, and the injury was on navigable waters, the court held that the
damage did have a "significant relationship to traditional maritime activity"
(Executive Jet), and Radio Corp. should be liable. This holding exposes any
manufacturer of a component to ECDIS to potential strict liability in admiralty.

Strict product liability and contract law under the VCC are the two main
theories of recovery available to ECDIS plaintiffs in actions where the failures of
ECDIS hardware and programs cause injury. The precedent set by Pan Alaska
and the Sperry Rand Corp. actions indicates that future ECDIS product liability
actions will be heard under admiralty, and that all manufacturers in the ECDIS
chain are liable, and can not escape liability through disclaimers. It is also
apparent that manufacturer liability will be reduced according to the comparative
fault of the plaintiff.

IOISperry Rand Corp. v. Radio Corp. of America, 618 F.2d 319 (5th Cir. 1981).
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Information liability

ECDIS manufacturers create digital nautical chart information for their
customers to use. Whether, and to what extent the manufacturer is liable for this
information has drawn lengthy discussion,l02 and is perhaps the major hurdle to
impede ECDIS growth. What must the ECDIS manufacturers know to adequately
protect themselves, while still being able to provide current technology and data?
Do ECDIS database manufacturers enjoy the same protection from information
liability as publishers of printed material, or of digital text databases like LEXIS
and Compuserve; or is ECDIS data a mass produced product, and governed by
product liability laws similar to lawn chairs, and hand tools? To answer these
questions it is necessary to determine if a special relationshipl03 exists between
the ECDIS manufacturer and consumer, and whether it is a product or service the
manufacturer is providing.

An action for information liability requires the courts to balance the public
interest in consumer protection against the constitutional intent of allowing the
free flow of ideas and information. Historically the courts have refrained from
holding publishers of printed material liable for the distribution of ideas and

lO2Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the
Electronic Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 103 (1990).
lO3Jon L. Roberts, Whose Fault is that Image? Liability of Database Providers,
Advanced Imaging, Feb. 1994, at 78.
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information. Similarly if an electronic database provider commits omission104 or
the redistribution of libelous and disparaging remarks,lOS the courts have held
that inspection of all information would be too great a burden for the provider.
For a claim of pure economic loss a special relationship must be evident between
the provider and consumer. These special relationships do not include casual
linkages such as subscription services. Even in personal injury claims based on
false information, the courts have held that it is too great a burden for providers
to review all sources. 106 The objective of the decision is to determine what was
the reason for the database, was it a service to the general public, such as an
electronic library, or a service where a distinct relationship exists between
provider and consumer. Besides the existence of a special relationship, publishers
will also face liability if a publisher certifies as true, false information. 107

Publishers also encounter liability when it is apparent that a consumer would rely
on the provided information. 108

If ECDIS data were treated solely as information, the risk of liability to the

lO4Daniel v. Dow Jones & Co. Inc., 137 N.Y. Misc. 2d 520 (Civ. Ct. N.Y.
1994).
105Cubby Inc. v. Compuserve Inc., 776 F. Supp. 135 (S.D.N.Y. 1991).
lO6ALM v. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. Inc., 480 N.E.2d 1263 (Ill. 1989).
lO7Hanberry v. Hearst Corp., 276 Cal. 2d 680 (Ct. App. 1969).
lO8Malta Construction Co. v. Henningson, Durham & Richardson and V.S.L.
Corp., 932 F.2d 979 (l1th Cir. 1991).
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database provider will increase when;
1.

data certified as true was actually false,

2.

the provider was cognizant of the consumer's reliance on the data,

3.

the provider has a special arrangement with the consumer to
provide data, and injury occurs.

However, mapped information is often considered more than just information,
and it is obvious that mariners would rely on an ECDIS database for navigation.
Converting mapped information to digital form then raises the issue of whether
the conversion process is a professional service, or does the data provider
generate a product?

Chart Conversion

The creation of an electronic chart exposes an ECDIS manufacturer to
strict liability only when their work is classified as a product. Otherwise, an action
against the maker of a flawed chart will likely be for negligence. 109 Whether
chart conversion constitutes a product or a service is not entirely agreed upon,
and potentially will become more confusing and controversial as ECDIS use
expands. 110

109philip R. McCowan, IFR-The Liability of the Chartmaker, 44 J. Air L &
Com. 380 (1978).
llorroshanto K Mukherjee, The Electronic Chart - an Overview of Legal Issues:
Old and New, Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and

the Electronic Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 19 (1990). Frank L Wiswall,
The Impact of the Electronic Chart on the Law of Collision, Proceedings of the
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Only two cases exist where a chart manufacturer has been held strictly
liable for their work. Both cases involve the generation of aeronautical charts by a
private company on contract to the government. In Sa/oorney, III a small plane
crash and death were caused by an omission of information from an approach
chart. The jury held Jeppsen, the chart manufacturer, liable for negligence, breach
of implied warranty, and strict products liability. The rationale for this holding
was, the charts were mass produced with no special tailoring for a particular
customer; that Jeppsen undertook a special responsibility, as seller, to insure that
consumers will not be injured by the use of their charts, and that "this special
responsibility lies upon Jeppsen in its role as designer, seller and manufacturer."

In Brocklesby,112 a plane crash and death were caused by the republishing

of false information in chart form. The chart maker, Jeppsen, received text
information from the FAA and converted the information to a graphic form. The
original data from the government was incorrect, and the Jeppsen rendition of the
false data was correct. The court held that the manufacturer had a duty, and a
history of, conducting reasonable tests and inspections of the data to identify
defects. Therefore, J eppsen was liable for the defect in the mass produced charts.
Jeppsen argued the charts constituted a professional service to the government,
International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic Chart, Canadian
Hydrographic Service 97 (1990).
lllSaloomey v. Jeppsen & Co., 707 F.2d 671 (2nd Cir. 1983).
112Brocklesby v. United States, 753 F.2d 794 (9th Cir. 1985).
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and that they should enjoy the privileged position that books and newspapers have
as protected under freedom of flow of ideas. Jeppsen also sought unsuccessfully to
use the contract specification defense, which the state of California denied. As a
result of this action future indemnification for Jeppsen by the government was
provided.

It is apparent the courts favor defining charts as products, and obligating
the chart makers to insure themselves through either indemnification or increased
fees to the consumers. This rationale is not entirely consistent with the ruling in

De Bardeleben. In De Bardeleben,113 the government published in large volume
an erroneous chart that was the proximate cause of injury and damage. The
government was held liable for negligence, and strict liability was never addressed
as a possible action against the government. Also, in Williams,114 the defendant
company collated information from many sources regarding oil exploration, and
sold summaries to subscribers. The Court held the essence of the transaction was
the supply of information and not the sale of a product.

In both aeronautical actions, the courts addressed a few key issues, 1)
regardless of where in the chain of production the error occurred, the final

113DeBardeleben Marine Corp. v. United States, 451 F.2d 140 (5th Cir. 1971).
114Williams and Lee Scouting Service Inc. v. Calvert, 452 S.W. 2d. 789 (Tex.
Ct. App. 1970).
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manufacturer or distributor can be held strictly liable, 2) unless some customizing
of the information occurred, the charts are a mass produced product, 3) requiring
the manufacturer to produce a safe chart did not restrict the "free flow of
information."

A potential ECDIS chart maker/conversion business should consider the
following issues controlling factors in potential liability;
1.

is the audience for the database, the general public, a special class

of users, or a specific customer?
2.

has or can the data be specially altered for
a specific customer's need, thus defining the work as a service?

3.

did the consumers mis-use the product?

4.

can the information be leased instead of sold?

5.

were the consumers contributory negligent?

Analysis

ECDIS manufacturers are exposed to liability when they build computer
hardware, software and databases for their customers to use. Traditionally
computer hardware and software cases have been heard under contract theory
with the VCC where actions for breach of expressed and implied warranties are
available. Maritime equipment related cases however, have been heard as tort
actions for strict liability under admiralty law. It is apparent that admiralty
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jurisdiction provides the necessary remedies to handle ECDIS hardware and
software claims. The pattern of strict liability holdings in admiralty is evidence
that ECDIS manufacturers face comparable risks to those of land based product
liability claims. Because it can be difficult to precisely define whether a piece of
equipment is an isolated component or a significant part of an ECDIS, product
liability claims may become increasingly difficult to resolve. To maintain an action
for strict liability in admiralty a specific set of conditions must exist, as noted
above, and the manufacturer's chief defense is establishing that contributory
negligence played a significant role in the event.

Eventually regulations for ECDIS use will be established and these will
play an important role in resolving liabilities. The impact of regulations on a
rapidly developing industry like ECDIS can either foster or impede development
significantly.1l5 Therefore, it is in the best interest of the ECDIS manufacturers
to be involved in the forming of regulations and to promote performance based
regulations rather than carriage requirements. 1l6

An ECDIS is of little use unless electronic chart data are available. Until

now, most electronic chart data have been developed by the same companies that

1l5Nationai Research Council, Minding the Helm - Marine Navigation and
Piloting, National Academy Press 218 (1994).
116National Research Council, Minding the Helm - Marine Navigation and
Piloting, National Academy Press 265 (1994).
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have engineered the hardware and software. To avoid liability, these companies
have expressed an interest in having the government generate the chart data. It is
unlikely that the government charting division will be able to meet the rapid and
expanding demand for data. Manufacturers who wish to continue providing data
in order to sell systems, and to minimize their liability must examine whether they
intend to provide data to the general public, a specific set of users or custom data
to specific users. By clearly identifying the intent and audience of their data, the
manufacturers can more precisely identify their liabilities, and take appropriate
actions.

Manufactures can also reduce their exposure by arranging direct
indemnification from the government. If the government can arrange a data
licensing or certification program this may also help protect manufacturers, but
would require legislative actions. 117 Data licensing could permit manufacturers
to provide value added information to official data. Custom data could then be
copyrighted118 and greater revenues received to compensate for the greater
liability.

117National Research Council, Charting a Course into the Digital Era Guidance for NOAA's Nautical Charting Mission, National Academy Press 51
(1994).
118National Research Council, Charting a Course into the Digital Era Guidance for NOAAs Nautical Charting Mission, National Academy Press 61
(1994).
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v. INTERNATIONAL ECDIS ISSUES
Nautical charts and other aids to navigation are tools used by an
international community to promote safety. The continued cooperation of the
maritime nations prevents individual and dissimilar development of navigation
aids that would lead to great uncertainty and danger for the maritime trade. Just
as nations must establish common traffic patterns, bouyage systems, vessel
lighting, and chart symbology, guidelines for the development and implementation
of ECDIS are necessary.1l9 These guidelines are compiled by international
organizations, tested and modified from comments by individual state efforts, and
eventually form the conventions, treaties or protocols which individual nations
codify in a domestic judicial process.

The formation of an international agreement for ECDIS requires
examining technical, logistical, financial and legal issues. The scope of these issues
is so broad that after ten years of work only some of the technical and logistical
issues have been reviewed. None of the financial or legal issues have been

llTIomas A Mensah, The Electronic Chart International Legal Regime IMO/IHO,
Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic Chart,
Canadian Hydrographic Service 46 (1990). "Furthermore the international implications of
the use of electronic charts are so many and important that States appear to have
accepted that this chart should be given formal international approval only after
adequate evaluation has been made to ascertain that it can provide all the benefits of
the conventional paper chart, without any major drawbacks or disadvantages."
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explored in detail. l20 Presumably, if adequate attention were giving to the
technical and logistical problems of ECDIS at the international level, individual
nations would have standards to work out the legal issues within their respective
nations. What international efforts are underway to promote prudent development
of ECDIS, and what are some of the technical and logistical issues that may lead
to international conflicts?

The IMO and IHO

ECDIS first took on international significance in 1984 when the
International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) North Sea Hydrographic
commission established a working group to study ECDIS. The group report was
complete in 1986 recommending that the

rno giver greater priority to ECDIS

studies and consider user requirements and legal issues. This led in 1986 to the
formation of the International Maritime Organzation (IMO) study group
designated as the IMO/IHO Harmonizing Group (HGE) by the Maritime Safety
Committee. Concurrently the

rno established the Committee on ECDIS (COE)

which formed six working groups as follows:
1.

Group of Experts on Specifications for ECDIS

2.

Working Group on Updating ECDIS

3.

Working Group on Regional Data Bases

l2O-ynomas A Mensah, The Electronic Chart International Legal Regime IMO/IHO,
Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic Chart,
Canadian Hydrographic Service 45 (1990).
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4.

Working Group on ECDIS Glossary

5.

Working Group on Colors and Symbols

6.

Working Group on Data Quality

The working groups published their findings in various papers and reports, such as
the International Hydrographic Bureau.121 In 1991 the

rno

also set up a Special

Committee On Worldwide Electronic Navigational Chart Data Base (WEND).
Some of the important principles for this operation are:
1.

WEND is a common, worldwide network of ENC databases, based
on

rno standards, designed specifically to meet the needs of

international maritime traffic using ECDIS which conform to the
IMO Performance Standards,
2.

WEND will utilize HO national ENC databases, which are
integrated and may be distributed and updated through regional
centers,

3.

WEND represents an rno System based on the cooperation of
participating Member States."l22

l2lSP-52 Provisional Specifications for Chart Content and Display of Electronic Chart
Display and Information Systems together with its Appendix I, Up-dating the Electronic
Chart, Appendix n, Provisional Performance Standards for ECDIS and Appendix In,
Glossary Of ECDIS-related terms.
122Robert Sandvik, Challenges and Experiences in Developing A Multi-National ENC
Database for North-West Europe, Proceedings of the U.S. Hydrographic Conference 224
(1994).
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Following the formation of the WEND, the fourteenth IMO/IHO conference in
May 1992 discussed ECDIS development extensively and published proceedings
and established another committee to meet before the fifteenth conference in
1997. Amongst the problems to be resolved are:
1.

The legal implications for commercial manufacturers regarding their
handling of material used in their navigational databases whether
this is produced by themselves or provided by a national or
international governmental agency

2.

The legal implications for the navigator when updating or
manipulating data in his ECDIS

3.

The financial and other implications for national offices..."l23

The Provisional Performance Standards
The aim of the working groups and committees is to support the HGE in
the preparation of Provisional Performance Standards (PPS). The purpose of the
PPS is to guide ECDIS development to a point where ECDIS is considered a
legal equivalent to a paper chart. The requirement to carry a nautical chart, and
other documents is codified in the Safety Of Ufe At Sea Convention (SOlAS) of
1974. When ECDIS can meet the requirements in SOlAS it will receive the
confirmation of the international community. SOlAS does not directly address
ECDIS (as the PPS does) but provides generalized guidance as follows in

123Sir David Haslam, International Hydrography, LXXI(1) In1'l Hydro. Rev. 18 (1994).
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regulation 20 section V.:
"All ships shall carry adequate and up-to-date charts, sailing directions, list
of lights, notices to mariners, tide tables and all other nautical publications
necessary for the intended voyage."l24

The HGE prepared the PPS using a recipe previously taken with other
shipboard equipment. It was forwarded to the Sub-Committee on Safety of
Navigation (SON) and later to the Marine Safety Committee as a Draft Maritime
Safety Committee circular. The PPS was approved at the 57th Meeting of the
Marine Safety committee in 1989. The vote for full implementation for the
standard is set for 1995. This circular, in conjunction with SaLAS, provide the
substance from which national laws are developed. In addition to providing
guidance for developing convention compliant devices, and direction for
manufacturers, the PPS provides a central definition that individual nations can
test and critique. The input from these test projects is the major source for
practical evaluations available to the HGE.

The Testbed Evaluations

American involvement in ECDIS standards began in the mid 1980's when
the Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services formed special committee

1240yvind Stene, ECDIS Standards, Proceedings of the International Conference on
Maritime Law and the Electronic Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 49 (1990).
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No. 109. This committee suggested the formation of a Testbed Program (TBP) as
a technical demonstration proposal. l2S This program was expanded to address
the possible increase in operational safety using ECDIS when a number of
maritime disasters (like the Exxon Valdez) received considerable public and
political attention.

The TBP is administered at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
with support from NOAA and various commercial interests. The TBP is now the

u.s. principle effort in the evaluation of the HGE-PPS. These evaluations help
the U.S. Coast Guard prepare their position as the U.S. representative to the
IMO. The TBP is to test provisional ECDIS standards and explore solutions to
the assorted problems in making a true equivalent to a paper chart. 126 Much of
the TBP focused on resolving technical issues such as the hardware and software
configurations in association with utilities and chart display, route planning, route
monitoring and radar access. The TBP did identify five significant gaps in the PPS
aside from technical issues.
1.

The standards fail to precisely define the boundaries of ECDIS, and
should include abundant reference to other related technologies

2.

The HGE has focused in issues of significance to hydrographers and

12SLee Alexander, ECD/S: The Wave oj the Future, Sea Technology, Mar. 1993, at 1I.
126J. Austin Yeager, Navigating by the Numbers: The Electronic Chart Testbed, Sea
Technology, June 1991 at 33.
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fails to recognize requirements that depend on an external
technology delivery system
3.

The rno chart standards applicable to ECDIS are incomplete and
are unrealistic to comply with in a reasonable period of time

4.

Update requirements are inadequately addressed

5.

The role of private chart manufactures sanctioned by HO has not
been thoroughly reviewed. l27

Norway has also played an important role in reviewing the PPS and
implementing a prototype regional center for ENC data. The goal of the
Norwegian effort (at the request of the rnO) was to establish the Norwegian
Electronic Chart Center to provide an official and authorized electronic chart
service in North-West Europe in cooperation with national Hydrographic Offices.
Much of the Norwegian effort has focused on organizational issues related to
acquiring and disseminating appropriate data. The observations, or
recommendations of Norway are as follows:
1.

States maintain the overall responsibility to originate and validate
all chart and update information.

2.

Neighboring states need to cooperate to resolve any misaligned or
overlapping databases together with the regional data base

Arthur G. Gaines Jr., U.S. ECDIS Test Bed Project Status, Sea Technology, Mar.

127

1993, at 56.
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coordinators.
3.

Models for liability issues and economic transactions and
reimbursement still remains to be solved.

4.

User demands for more and better service will increase considerably
with the introduction of ECD1S because of a growing confidence
among navigators that an ECD1S system always depicts the exact
reality.

5.

An internationally recognized model (such as 1S09(00) should be
used in the development of an organization and production system
for the Regional Centers. This provides a recognized quality control
method and a model to initiate bilateral discussions with
participating states. 128

Canada and Germany have also initiated electronic chart pilot projects and
have focused their attentions on demonstration projects, and re-engineering
current hydrographic process to include ECD1S. No evaluations of the PPS were
conducted. The Canadian domestic policy towards ECD1S is bold, as summarized
in the final report by the Public Review Panel on Tanker Safety and Marine Spill
Response Capability.

128Robert Sandvik, Challenges and Experiences in Developing A Multi-National ENC
Database for North-West Europe, Proceedings of the U.S. Hydrographic Conference 224
(1994).
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"[to] expedite development of electronic charting technology and the
required infrastructure, then introduce regulations requiring the use of
electronic charts on all tankers in Canadian waters,,129

The testbed evaluations have accomplished many of their initial goals.
They have identified technical hurdles associated with domestic, and to a limited
extent international implementation of ECDIS. The testbed evaluations have
however avoided directly identifying or proposing solutions to potential
international legal disputes or the technical problems that may lead to them.
Outside of the formal testbed evaluations, two recent papers have attempted to
isolate what the international legal problems are and offer some solutions.

International Geodetic Uniformity

For electronic charts and navigation aids to be shared world wide, conflicts
between national and international interests in geodetic systems must be
resolved. The effective use of ECDIS requires a precise navigation system like
GPS or GWNASS, and a qualified database. 130 Both of these navigation
sources must share the same geodetic parameters for ECDIS to be used

129MJ. Casey and J. Goodyear, Bleeding at the Cutting Edge - Insights from the
Canadian Electronic Chart Pilot Project, Proceedings of the U.S. Hydrographic
Conference 263 (1994).
130Adam J. Kerr, Geodetic Problems Associated with the Introduction of the Global
Positioning System (GPS) with Emphasis on East Asia, LXXI(1) Int'l Hydro. Rev. 22
(1994).
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safely.13l Currently most nautical charts do not use the same datum as do GPS.
Even within a single country, more than two dozen datums may be in use.

The

rna has recently prepared the rna Transfer Standard for Digital

Hydrographic Data to establish a universal datum and uniform procedures for
database development. This standard is an idyllic objective, and ignores the legal
and operational difficulties nations face in re-tooling their chart programs. Some
Hydrographic Offices are mandated by national lawsl32 to use specific local
datums, which is likely to impede database exchange. Individual nations will
inevitably tackle the legislative and operational problems in a variety of ways, thus
complicating uniform quality control. For example, some nations will modify
existing charts resulting in a propagation of basic inaccuracy associated with older
charts, while other nations will implement entirely new chart production schemes.

The International Hydrographic Bureau recommends a coordinated
international effort for a common datum in the long term and suggests providing
mariners with chart transformation procedures in the short term. 133 This is a

131National Research Council, Minding the Helm - Marine Navigation and Piloting,
National Academy Press 227 (1994).
132Japan, Law for Hydrographic Activities, Law No. 102 of 1950 as amended through
law No. 161 of 1962.
133Adam J. Kerr, Geodetic Problems Associated with the Introduction of the Global
Positioning System (GPS) with Emphasis on East Asia, LXXI(1) Int'l Hydro. Rev. 25
(1994).
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sound alternative that will enable countries to gradually implement new datums
and production procedures without generating significant risk to navigational
safety. Because many nations indicate their intention to adopt the universal datum
standard, this gradual implementation will slowly pressure the few nations
resisting adoption.

Copyright

The present international agreements concerning the copyright of paper
nautical charts have worked well for many years, but may need to change to meet
the needs of electronic chart users. Copyright is a form of protection for the
expression of an idea, fact, thought, concept, etc. It does not protect the
underlying idea, fact or thought. 134 For example, a chart that contains some
originality in its construction may be entitled to protection as a compilation,135
although the raw data displayed on the map cannot be protected. Therefore,
direct copying of charts through scanning, digitizing or other electronic or
photographic process is infringement. The purpose of copyright is to provide
protection of intellectual property from being misused, and the protection of
economic interest. 136 The original construction of an electronic chart databases
134 17 U.S.c. sec. 102 (1976).
135Rockford Map Publishers Inc. v. Directory Service Co. of Colorado Inc., 768 F.2d
145 (7th Cir. 1985).
136Proshanto K Mukherjee, Copyright Control of the Nautical Charts - The Pros And
Cons, Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic
Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 29 (1990).
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is entitled to copyright protection if it can be shown that some degree of
originality is present. The problem is defining "...where the facts end and the
intellectual property rights in the arrangement of those facts begins."137

u.s. government policy is not to copyright domestic government produced
works, including nautical Charts. l38 However, other countries, such as Canada
authorize and even promote copyrighting their nautical charts of both domestic
and foreign waters. 'The implications for such lack of uniformity in international
practice, especially where two neighboring countries are involved could be quite
far-reaching:'l39 The IMO and

rno established a multinational agreement to

promote the exchange of government supplied hydrographic data without
royalties, if governments do not allow unrestricted distribution or sales to the
public. This arrangement has worked successfully for many years. There is
indication now that some nations are reconsidering this arrangement, and intend
to require licensing and payments of royalties for digital data. It is unclear what

137Edward J. Obloy & B. Helan Sharetts-Sullivan, Exploitation of Intellectual Property
by Electronic Chartmakers: Liability, Retrenchment and a Proposal for Change, Proceedings
of the U.S. Hydrographic Conference 236 (1994).
138 17 U.S.C. sec. 105 (1976).
139proshanto K Mukherjee, Copyright Control of the Nautical Charts - The Pros And
Cons, Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic
Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 30 (1990). "For example, even though both
Canada and the United States are parties to the Universal Copyright Convention of
1952, the Convention would not apply to Canadian nautical charts copied in the United
States, because U.S. charts which are government produced are not entitled to copyright
protection under U.S. law".
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the source of this change in policy is. Perhaps there is an impression of potential
untapped royalties, or a concern over the expense of re-tooling for the electronic
chart production system. l40

No single international rationale towards copyrighting of nautical charts has
dominated. Three general points of view prevail.
1.

copyright is not justified because neither intellectual or economic
property value exist in government publications. Charts are sold at
cost and do not represent an individual artistic creation.

2.

regardless that intellectual or economic property do not exist,
copyright is justified because it is derived from statute.

3.

similar to US domestic policy, regardless of the presence or absence
of legal justification, copyright is not necessary, especially in the
context of electronic chartS.141

The free exchange of electronic chart data world wide is a necessity for

140National Research Council, Charting a Course into the Digital Era - Guidance for
NOAA's Nautical Charting Mission, National Academy Press 59 (1994).
141Proshanto K Mukherjee, Copyright Control of the Nautical Charts - The Pros and
Cons, Proceedings of the International Conference on Maritime Law and the Electronic
Chart, Canadian Hydrographic Service 30 (1990). "In a recent study conducted by the
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) of the United States, it was suggested that the
concept of copyright may be obsolete in an electronic age." Also, "...as these economic
stresses mount, OTA says, the courts may be overwhelmed. Rooted in the traditions of
the printing press, the old patent and copyright system may not be versatile enough to
deal with the dilemmas posed by electronic machinery."
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safe navigation and as a practical objective. Recently, Australia, Canada, United
Kingdom and the United States agreed to waiver the enforcement of their
statutory copyrights to promote the public distribution and use of the Digital
Chart of the World (DCW) product. It is this type of cooperation that needs to
prosper. It has been suggested that an international agreement be pursued that
contains some of the following principles:
1.

Each producing country would grant a free, nonexclusive unlimited
license of its hard/soft copy navigation information only for use by
any government or academic institution of such countries, to other
cooperating governments who also agree to these terms;

2.

Each producing country would agree to reimburse the providing
country for any "public sales" or foreign produced or derived data in
accordance with an agreed upon cost/price scheme established
through multilateral or bilateral arrangements. The arrangement
would pennit the selling country to either transfer title with
unlimited rights or grant a limited use license. Any further use of
the information by private producers would require a licensing
arrangement by the country(s) asserting an intellectual property
interest.

3.

The parties would agree that no country "surcharge" would be added
to any transaction. For example, country A would not require
country B to pay some fee when country A sells country B's
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product.142

The history of international cooperation to promote safe navigation
through sharing of nautical chart data is impressive. The evidence that some
nations see profit through copyrighting electronic chart data threatens to slow
ECDIS development and hinder safe navigation. Cooperative electronic chart
projects like the DCW will help nations see the benefit of multilateral information
agreements, and possibly reduce the occurrence of copyright litigation.

Analysis

The goal of issuing international uniform ECDIS guidance to promote a
safe and pragmatic development of ECDIS technology as a electronic replacement
to the paper chart is laudable. The process of accomplishing this goal requires a
careful balance between firm guidance, flexibility and responsiveness to advances
in technology. Because of the enthusiasm to promote ECDIS for environmental
and economic reasons, there may be pressure to accept an ECDIS standard,
whether pragmatic or not. States have done little more than complete equipment
related tests of ECDIS, and should continue this processes; and investigate the
legal implications ECDIS will place on sovereign and international agreements.

142Edward J. Obloy & B. Helan Sharetts-Sullivan, Exploitation of Intellectual Property
By Electronic Chartmakers: Liability, Retrenchment and a Proposal for Change,
Proceedings of the U.S. Hydrographic Conference 237 (1994).
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Before the PPS are voted on in 1995, substantial changes must take place.
The goals of the PPS do not reflect an awareness of market available technology,
international operational difficulties, like a common datum, nor legal issues like
copyright. They offer no alternative to a complete ECDIS or nothing vote. The
U.S. Testbed Project has offered some constructive alternatives, that include
placing greater attention on non compliant ECDIS that can immediately be
implemented; these types of options need further attention.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The invention and use of ECOIS as a integrated aid to navigation will
change the operational and legal processes of navigation that the government,
mariners, and manufacturers are accustomed to. The magnitude and effect of this
change will equal or surpass that of the introduction of radio or radar. The scope
of change will reach beyond state boundaries and involve international
hydrographic offices, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and
International Hydrographic Organization (IRO), mariners, shipowner and
manufacturers of navigation equipment world-wide. The nature and effect of these
changes has drawn some speculation and many new questions about the future of
navigation. By examining the process and effect of the introduction of radio and
radar, and litigation surrounding nautical and aeronautical charts and other aids
to navigation, the effect of ECOIS on the maritime community can be clarified. It
is important to identify the legal implications of ECOIS because it plays an
important role in promoting safer navigation.

National hydrographic offices traditionally have been the primary source of
paper nautical charts. Most of the major hydrographic offices are rushing to
transform their analog charting programs into the digital equivalent. It is likely we
will see paper charts increasingly made from a digital process and eventually this
will lead to the direct distribution of digital nautical charts. The implications of
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ECDIS on the US government will not be dramatic. The legal difficulties that
ECDIS could spawn, mimic those of the analog charting process. The most
pressing need for NOAA/NOS to address is setting internal standards for
electronic chart database development. Standards help define the boundaries of
due care, clarify roles in establishing comparative negligence, and differentiate
legitimate discretionary decisions from careless operational negligence.
Cooperative research and development agreements and licensing of data
distribution are other mechanisms NOAA/NOS can pursue to potentially reduce
liability.

Shipowners and mariners are responsible for the seaworthiness, navigation
and management of a vessel. It is apparent that ECDIS will change the
qualifications for defining the legal classification of seaworthiness. This will have a
substantial influence on the degree of liability of shipowners and mariners. There
is a history of resistance in accepting new navigation aids through carriage
requirements, thus there is a high likelihood that a requirement for ECDIS will
originate in the courts. Shipowners and mariners must therefore be proactive
about understanding the use, requirements, and benefits of ECDIS. It will be
necessary for them to follow the maritime market trends and to implement
ECDIS, whether required or not, before a court could find them liable for not
doing so. ECDIS will place additional burdens on shipowners and mariners similar
to other bridge equipment. Equipment verification, inspection and crew
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certification are just a few of the new tasks an ECDIS equipped shipowner will
face. Presumably, the integration of tasks and devices, and the greater safety
ECDIS provides will more than compensate for the change.

Manufacturers of ECDIS construct and sell computers, programs and often
data. like a manufacturer of any other consumer good, they can be held liable for
product liability. Charts, and presumably electronic charts do not enjoy the
protection that books and newspapers have from strict liability. Liability may be
found regardless that the product contained no manufacturing flaws. Even
companies that convert chart data from analog to digital form are at great risk;
this process is more often considered the production of a product vulnerable to
strict liability than a service which is actionable through negligence. Evidence
suggests that ECDIS product liability claims will be heard under the SIAA where
one of the few defenses the manufacturers have is an allegation of comparative
fault. Case history also reveals that anyone in the "chain" of production can be
held liable event though the cause originated elsewhere, and disclaimers from
liability are invalid, especially when personal injury is present.

International cooperation to develop ECDIS is fundamental to establish
consistent base maps and qualified devices to meet the paper nautical chart
replacement goal. The Provisional Proformance Standards (PPS) developed by the
Harmonizing Group on ECDIS (HGE) partially addresses the technical and
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operational issues and fails to examine the legal and financial questions raised by
ECDIS. Recommendations to alleviate national and international conflicts over
geodetic parameters, and restrictive copyrighting are presented by Kerr and
Obloy, but there is no indication the HGE is pursuing these suggestions. The
process of establishing a standard for such a rapidly advancing industry is
unquestionably difficult. Perhaps recasting the original goal of the standard to
address an interim non-compliant ECDIS is necessary to reach a starting point.
Re-evaluating this standard after several years of experience with non-compliant
ECDIS may further the needs of the maritime nations more than the all or
nothing vote that is presently arranged for 1995.

The development of ECDIS will undoubtedly expose a broader audience to
liability than at present. There is little indication that along with this expansion
will be any new and significant issues that existing case law cannot address for the
US government as chartmaker. Research also suggests that shipowners and
mariners should prepare to support ECDIS just as another aid to navigation like
the radio and radar; although there is little evidence that carriage requirements
will force this issue soon. ECDIS manufacturers on the other-hand face great
exposure as shown in the recent case on chart conversion. In an attempt to
streamline the introduction of ECDIS internationally, several multi-national
efforts are underway to resolve technical issues. Few international legal issues
have been raised that could cause significant barriers to international ECDIS
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acceptance.
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